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Welcome to Deakin
At Deakin, we value creativity and innovation. We are about ideas and impact. 
We believe that education isn’t just about learning how to do something, it is about 
discovering how to do something better. We are excited to help you achieve this. 

A friendly community
Australia is a great place to 
live and study. Like Australia, 
Deakin University is safe and 
friendly and people are willing to 
help you at every step of your study 
journey. We want you to succeed at 
your studies and enjoy your time in 
Australia so that you leave Deakin 
with a great education and great 
memories!

Career focus
We want you to graduate with the 
skills and confidence you need to get 
the job you want. That is why our 
programs are built around practical 
instruction on real-world problems. 
Work experience opportunities allow 
you to apply what you are learning 
as you learn, and enable you to meet 
like-minded people from around the 
world, helping you build a global 
network. 

World-class degrees
Whether you are starting at 
university for the first time with 
an undergraduate degree or 
continuing with postgraduate study, 
Deakin has programs to satisfy 
almost every interest. We can help 
you find exactly the right program 
for your dream career.
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Top 1% of all 
universities 
worldwide1

1 ShanghaiRankings World University Rankings
2 QS Young University Rankings
3  Australian Graduate Survey 2010–2015, Graduate Outcomes Survey 2016–2021 (GOS), 

Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching (QILT).

Top 50 young 
universities in 

the world2

Most satisfied 
students in Victoria 

for 12 years3 

Contact us today 
To learn more about Deakin and how 
we can help you start your education 
journey, get in touch today.

Visit deakin.edu.au/international
Call us on +61 3 9034 6205
Email us at study@deakin.edu.au
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Your study destination

Deakin offers world-class learning that is dynamically 
delivered both on campus and online. It's what we do best. 

Deakin has four physical campuses located in the Australian state 
of Victoria, as well as an innovative online learning environment. 
Where you choose to study will depend on your degree and 
individual circumstances. 

Our on-campus programs use the same DeakinSync online 
learning platform as our online programs. With online access 
to class materials, assessments and resources, you have the 
flexibility to attend lectures and interact with your peers and 
teachers virtually when needed. This seamless interplay between 
the virtual and physical classroom offers the best of both worlds. 

Learn more about our physical and online learning environments 
across the following pages.

Where will you live?
There are many options available for where and how you live 
in Australia. You can even live on campus, which is the best 
way to immerse yourself in the Deakin experience. Our campus 
accommodation options range from shared units to single 
apartments, meaning you can choose a lifestyle that is affordable, 
COVID safe, convenient and secure.

With access to shared spaces for study and leisure, and a range 
of events on offer, you are guaranteed to meet wonderful people 
from around the world.

All our campuses are located in cities with rental housing 
opportunities that are easily accessible by many modes of 
transportation.

Whether you live on or off campus, Deakin offers a range of 
services to help students and staff stay healthy and safe – 
physically, mentally and spiritually. No matter where you choose 
to live, you will make lifelong friendships.

Our campus 
locations
Melbourne Burwood

Geelong Waterfront 

Geelong Waurn Ponds

Warrnambool
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On-campus learning

Melbourne 
Melbourne is the multicultural heart of Australia with 
great food, fun festivals, exciting sporting events and a 
vibrant arts community.

Deakin’s largest campus is in Burwood, surrounded by leafy 
open spaces and parkland. With everything from high-tech 
labs to exceptional cafés, it is an ideal place to study. The 
Melbourne Burwood Campus is easily accessible from multi-
cultural hubs, such as Box Hill and Camberwell and Melbourne’s 
central business district. 

Geelong 
The historic coastal city of Geelong has a big city vibe 
where old, industrial buildings have been transformed into 
creative spaces and fabulous eateries. Geelong offers an 
excellent lifestyle blend of arts, sport and nightlife, with easy 
access to regional food and surfing hotspots on the scenic 
Bellarine Peninsula.

Geelong Waterfront Campus 

Located in Geelong’s central business district on Corio Bay, the 
campus is a unique blend of historic and modern architecture 
housing leading-edge teaching and learning facilities. Near 
campus, you can find everything you need, including cafes 
and shops. Or if you want a quiet place to read, the beach is a 
2-minute walk!

Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus

Just outside the city centre, this campus is loved by students 
and nature-enthusiasts alike. It boasts lush green space dotted 
with futuristic buildings that house some of the most advanced 
teaching and research facilities in the world.
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Your study destination

On-campus learning

Warrnambool 
Located on the world-famous Great Ocean Road, 
Warrnambool offers a unique blend of regional and coastal 
environments. Deakin’s Warrnambool Campus is a community 
where students and lecturers can get to know one another 
and work closely together. 

The average class size here is smaller than our other 
campuses, and most other universities, meaning you will 
benefit from a more personal approach to your studies.

Built on the banks of the Hopkins River, with surf beaches 
and national parks nearby, you will experience an Australian 
lifestyle like no other. What can be better than waking up and 
having a refreshing river swim before class? 

Deakin Warrnambool may be regional but it’s certainly 
radical when it comes to cutting-edge facilities and research. 
The globally recognised research carried out at this campus 
supports the very environment it sits in, and beyond.
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Online learning 
Though the global pandemic has brought online learning to 
the forefront everywhere, it is not new to Deakin. We are 
pioneers in online learning and continue to be world leaders 
with our innovative online teaching platform. 

Our range of programs offered online gives you the freedom 
to study what you want, how you want, when you want, 
where you want. Instead of you packing up your life and 
coming to us, we bring the university to you with live-
streamed seminars and real-time class discussions. Or you 
can download recordings of your lectures to watch at your 
convenience.

We offer easy-to-use online learning tools. We hope you 
won’t need tech assistance, but if you do we have Australia's 
top-rated IT support (according to the Voice Project IT Service 
Quality Support Benchmark Survey).

With all of our academic and personal support available 
online, everything you need is just clicks away. 

What are the benefits of studying online with Deakin?

• Digital is in Deakin’s DNA. For the past 40 years, we have 
been perfecting distance and online learning. Join our 
dynamic community of 24,000+ fully online students

• When you study online at Deakin you will benefit from 
our premium online learning platform to access classes, 
seminars and resources.

• Mastering your studies requires ambition, independence 
and organisation. We offer a range of online support to 
help you stay motivated.

• Studying online is accessible and flexible, enabling you 
to connect with other students for study, support and 
socialising.

Learning through COVID-19 
As a leader in digital learning, we know 
our students value Deakin’s connected and 
engaging online study environment.

We also understand that many students value 
attending campus. Whatever campus you 
choose, you can be confident of not just a 
COVID-safe environment, but a tailored and 
collaborative learning experience, designed 
to achieve the best possible combination of 
online and on-campus activities while adhering 
to government regulations. Dynamically 
delivered, world-class learning – it’s what 
Deakin does best. 

Visit deakin.edu.au/learning-at-deakin-
through-covid-19.
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Cost of living in Australia

Beyond tuition fees, there are 
other costs you need to consider 
for study in Australia. 
Basics like food and accommodation – whether 
you are living on or off campus – will be your 
biggest expense, but remember to budget 
for fun. When thinking about your finances, 
don’t miss out on having coffee with your new 
friends, going to the movies and maybe even 
taking the occasional road trip! 

Cost of living varies depending on where you 
choose to live. For example, living in Melbourne 
is more expensive than living in Geelong 
or Warrnambool. 

The information to the right lists some 
estimated costs. The Australian Government 
provides average living cost estimates for 
international students living and studying in the 
Australian state of Victoria. For the most up-to-
date estimates visit studyinaustralia.gov.au.

Overseas Student Health Cover
In addition to tuition fees, most on-campus 
international students are required to pay 
Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC). Unless 
you have indicated that you have purchased 
or intend to purchase OSHC elsewhere, the 
amount payable will be included in your Letter 
of Offer – you will receive this from Deakin if 
your application is successful.

Living on-campus
Deakin's on-campus housing service includes:

• A private bedroom, which is furnished 
(including a bed and desk), carpeted, heated 
and has Wi-Fi.

• Shared kitchen, bathrooms, spacious living 
and dining room, and air conditioning.

• Social, personal, academic and sporting 
activities calendar.

• Support from Deakin residential 
management and administration team, 
and 24-hour security.

Accommodation1

Hostels and guest houses A$90 to A$150 per week

Shared rental A$95 to A$215 per week

On campus at Deakin2 
(inclusive of amenities) A$264 to A$326 per week2

Homestay A$235 to A$325 per week

Rental A$185 to A$440 per week

Other living expenses1

Groceries and eating out  A$140 to $280 per week

Gas, electricity A$10 to A$20 per week

Phone and internet A$15 to A$30 per week

Public transport A$30 to A$60 per week

Car (after purchase) A$150 to A$260 per week

Gym membership A$30 to A$100 per month

Netflix A$10 to A$20 per month

Coffee A$3 to A$6 per cup

Haircut A$10 to A$100 each visit

All costs are in Australian dollars.
1 These price ranges are a guide only. Actual costs may vary.
2  On-campus estimated cost is for Deakin’s Melbourne Burwood Campus and includes 

amenities, such as electricity, gas and internet. On-campus accommodation costs for 
the Geelong and Warrnambool campuses are lower.
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Minimum cost of living

The Australian Government Department of Home Affairs 
has financial requirements you must meet in order to 
receive a student visa for Australia. From 23 October 2019 
the 12-month living cost is:

You A$21,041 per year

Partner or spouse A$7,362 per year

Child A$3,152 per year
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How we can support you

University is one of the most exciting times of your life and we want you to have an incredible 
experience. That is why we are here to support you at every stage of the journey, helping you 
make the most of your time at Deakin. 

Get started

Our priority is to help you make a 
smooth transition into life at Deakin, 
whether you are studying online at 
home or at an Australian campus. From 
your first enquiry through to your first 
class and beyond, someone is available 
to answer your questions. Remember to 
participate in Orientation Week to learn 
about extracurricular opportunities, such 
as social clubs, that are available both 
online and on campus.

As part of Deakin's welcome program 
we offer:

• airport pickups1

• orientation programs
• workshops
• social events
• study groups
• opportunities to get involved 

in campus life1

• plus additional orientation 
activities for students who 
live on campus.

1 Only available to on-campus students.

Academic and personal success

In addition to the academic support you will 
get from your instructors, student mentors 
are available to help you with practical and 
social matters as part of Deakin's Students 
Helping Students program! Many mentors 
are international students just like you. If 
you are having a hard time settling into the 
Australian lifestyle or missing home, there’s 
always someone who can help. 

If you need professional support with your 
physical or mental health, all campuses 
have facilities to provide healthcare and 
counselling services. Our experienced 
psychologists and social workers offer free 
and confidential counselling support to all 
Deakin students located in Australia.
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DeakinTALENT

There are a lot of reasons to go to 
university, but in the end it is about 
starting a career. Deakin’s 24/7 
‘anytime anywhere’ careers service, 
DeakinTALENT, is here to help you 
with exactly that. 

Through a series of workshops, events, 
and online resources the DeakinTALENT 
International Student Careers (DISC) 
program provides assistance with: 

• understanding the Australian 
labour market, 

• strengthening your professional 
network, and 

• targeted job search strategies. 

Scholarships

Financial stress can hinder your academic 
journey. Scholarships and bursaries are 
available based on a range of criteria, 
including access and equity for specific 
study areas and citizens of specific countries.

For high-achieving students, Deakin offers 
prestigious scholarships, such as:

• Deakin Vice-Chancellor’s International 
Scholarship, which covers a 100% or 50% 
tuition fee reduction.

• Deakin International Scholarship, which 
covers a 25% tuition fee reduction.

We do not want you to miss out on an 
opportunity, so make sure you look at the 
full list of scholarships open to international 
students, and information on how to apply.

The DeakinTALENT FreelancingHUB
The DeakinTALENT FreelancingHUB is an exciting initiative designed to 
develop job-ready graduates through work experience opportunities. The 
HUB places you in not-for-profit or community organisations to develop 
a solution to a real-world project. Students are assigned an experienced 
mentor and project manager and will gain key employability skills, such as 
communication, collaboration, creativity and critical thinking. FreelancingHUB 
placements are open to students across all study areas, but places are limited.
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Entry requirements

Deakin degrees have both academic and English language entry requirements that you 
will need to meet in order to gain entry into the University. 

Academic admission requirements – 
Undergraduate
Each undergraduate degree 
at Deakin has its own 
minimum academic admission 
requirements, such as your high 
school marks. The specific entry requirements for your country 
and your Deakin degree are listed at deakin.edu.au/int-entry 
or you can scan the QR code. Be sure to check this information 
carefully and speak with Deakin or your agent if you have 
any questions.

If you do not meet the entry requirements

If you do not meet the academic admission requirements for a 
Deakin degree, there may still be a pathway available for you to 
study at Deakin in the future. See page 12 of this guide to learn 
about the alternative pathway options to Deakin.

Beyond the basics

When evaluating your application, certain high school subjects 
can add weight to your application depending on your chosen 
course. For example, if you are applying to science or health 
programs, high scores in mathematics and science may be 
awarded extra credit when you apply.

Some degrees at Deakin may require additional documentation 
prior to admission, such as a portfolio of work, a current police 
check from your country, your resume or a personal statement. 

When required, a personal statement is your opportunity to 
provide greater insight into who you are, your qualifications, 
background and why you want to attend Deakin. This is your 
chance to let us know why you would make a great Deakin 
student. It could also be the key to getting you into the course 
of your dreams, so it is important you take your time and put in 
the extra effort. 

Academic admission requirements – 
Postgraduate
Each Deakin postgraduate degree has its own eligibility and 
academic entry requirements. 

If you are applying to study a graduate certificate or graduate 
diploma, you must have successfully completed an approved 
undergraduate degree from an approved university or other 
educational institution, or have relevant qualifications gained by 
examination or professional or industry experience.

Masters by coursework applicants must have a bachelor 
degree, or comparable, from an approved university or other 
educational institution. Some degrees may have additional entry 
requirements specific to the study area. 

Masters by research applicants must hold a bachelors degree 
with honours (lower second class and above), or equivalent, from 
a recognised tertiary institution in an appropriate discipline. You 
must also have demonstrated capacity to undertake significant 
research in the proposed field for which Deakin can provide the 
required supervisory expertise.

Doctoral applicants must hold a bachelors degree with honours 
(upper second class and above) or a masters degree by research 
from a recognised tertiary institution in an appropriate discipline. 
They must also demonstrate their capacity to undertake 
significant research in a field for which Deakin can provide the 
required supervisory expertise.

This guide does not detail research degrees offered by Deakin. 
To enquire about completing higher degree by research with 
Deakin, email deakin-int-hdr@deakin.edu.au or find out more 
at deakin.edu.au/research-degrees.

Visas
International students who want to study in 
Australia require a visa. This could be a student 
visa, but there are also other visa types you could 
be eligible for. It is important that you know the 
type of visa you are granted so that you can meet 
the requirements of that visa.

You can learn more about student visas and 
other important visa information at Australia's 
Department of Home Affairs website.
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English language requirements
To enrol in a Deakin degree, you will need to be able to read, 
speak, write and listen in English at a certain level. Students must 
provide evidence of at least one of the following: 

• obtaining the required scores on a recognised English 
language test, such as IELTS or TOEFL

• completed university (tertiary) or high school (secondary) 
studies taught in English

• lived and worked in an English-speaking country for at least 
five years.

Different Deakin programs have different English language 
requirements so please ensure that you have read, and meet, the 
requirements for your chosen program.

English language tests accepted by Deakin
International English Language Testing System (IELTS)

IELTS is the most popular English language test in the world and 
is available in nearly every country. IELTS tests assess listening, 
reading, writing and speaking skills.

Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)

The TOEFL test is available online or, for those who cannot access 
an online test, in paper form. The majority of TOEFL test takers 
worldwide sit the TOEFL iBT test.

Other accepted English language tests

• C1 Advanced (formerly Cambridge English Advanced CAE)
• C2 Proficiency (formerly Cambridge English: Proficiency CPE)
• English language test for healthcare professionals (OET)
• Pearson Test of English Academic (PTE Academic)

English language in this guide
This guide uses IELTS exam scores as the standard for English language requirements, but if you have taken a test other than IELTS you 
can find equivalent requirements in the table below.

IELTS TOEFL 
IBT

TOEFL 
PBT

C1 
ADVANCED

C2 
PROFICIENCY PTE OET* DUELI EAP 

PROGRAM

BAND A^

Overall 6

No band less 
than 6

69

Writing 21

550

Writing 4.5

169

No band less 
than 169

169

No band less 
than 169

50

No less than 50 
in each skill

Overall C EAP 3 (60%)

BAND B#

Overall 6.5

No band less 
than 6

79

Writing 21

577

Writing 4.5

176

No band less 
than 169

176

No band less 
than 169

58

No less than 50 
in each skill

Overall C+ EAP 4 (60%)

BAND C~

Overall 7

No band less 
than 6.5 

94

Writing 24

600

Writing 5

185

No band less 
than 176

185

No band less 
than 176

65

No less than 58 
in each skill

Overall B 
(equivalent to a 

IELTS 7~7.5 range)
EAP 4 (70%)

 BAND D**

Overall 7

No band less 
than 7

94

Writing 27

600

Writing 5

185

No band less 
than 185

185

No band less 
than 185

65 

No less than 65 
in each skill

Overall B 
(equivalent to a 

IELTS 7~7.5 range)
EAP 4 (75%)

* For health-related award courses only.
^ This standard is relevant for all Deakin undergraduate degrees unless otherwise specified.
# This standard is relevant for Deakin undergraduate health degrees (unless otherwise specified), Bachelor of Marketing (Psychology) and Bachelor of Human Resource Management 
(Psychology).
~ This standard is relevant for Deakin undergraduate education degrees (except Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching and Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching) and Deakin 
undergraduate law degrees.
** This standard is relevant for Bachelor of Nursing (and related combined degrees), Bachelor of Medical Imaging, Bachelor of Occupational Therapy, Bachelor of Social Work and 
Bachelor of Vision Science/Master of Optometry.

NOTE: The information presented is current at the time of printing. For the most up-to-date information about English language requirements, visit deakin.edu.au/int-english.
IELTS: International English Language Testing System (Academic Module)
TOEFL: Test of English as a Foreign Language (PBT: Paper Based Test) (iBT: Internet Based Test)
C1 Advanced: Formerly known as Cambridge English Proficiency (CAE)
C2 Proficiency: Formerly known as Cambridge English Advanced (CPE)

PTE: Pearson’s Test of English (Academic)
OET: English language test for healthcare professionals
DUELI EAP: Deakin University English Language Institute English for 
Academic Purposes program
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Your pathway to Deakin

Don't worry if you do not meet some of the academic or English language requirements 
for entry into a Deakin degree straight away – we can still help you find a pathway to 
study with us.

Deakin College – a stepping stone to Deakin University
Are you worried that your high school studies do not meet the admission requirements for Deakin University? 
Or maybe you feel that you are just not ready to take that next step into university? Deakin College offers 
programs that can help you transition into university with ease.

You can enrol into Deakin College for either a foundation or diploma program. Foundation programs prepare you 
for entry into an undergraduate program at Deakin University or to transition into a diploma program. Graduates 
of the College’s programs are eligible to apply for entry into the second year of a bachelors degree. With small 
class sizes and a highly supportive environment, Deakin College is like finishing high school at university. Or 
starting university at high school. 

As some international undergraduate programs do not meet Deakin’s academic standards for postgraduate 
study, Deakin College also offers the Masters Qualifying Program (MQP). The MQP is an alternative pathway into 
postgraduate business degrees at Deakin University. 
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Meeting the English language requirements
The Deakin University English Language Institute (DUELI) is recognised as one of the best English language centres in 
Australia. DUELI pathways offer the opportunity to develop your English while improving your study skills and becoming 
familiar with studying at an Australian university. 

Because some undergraduate and postgraduate courses have different English language requirements, DUELI offers a 
number of short programs that build on one another. You can progress through the programs you need for your next 
level of study, whether it be a diploma at Deakin College or a postgraduate degree. 

DUELI programs include:

• English for Academic Purposes
• General English
• English for Commerce
• English for Nursing
• English for Teaching
• IELTS Preparation
• Intensive Academic Preparation.

DUELI programs start every five weeks and are offered online 
and at Deakin's Melbourne Burwood Campus. Postgraduate skills support

Both DUELI and Deakin College offer programs 
to help postgraduate applicants transition 
into study at Deakin University. Completion of 
the 4th level of DUELI’s English for Academic 
Purposes program meets the language 
requirements for postgraduate study at Deakin.

If you are interested in studying postgraduate 
business, Deakin College offers a short 
pre-master program for applicants whose 
academic qualifications are marginally below 
the entry requirements for coursework 
masters programs. 
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How to apply

You can apply to Deakin at any time throughout the year. Deakin’s international admissions 
team is always here to answer questions and are ready to process your application quickly so 
you don’t have to wait and wonder. 

Application processes and requirements may differ slightly depending on your chosen degree, 
as well as your country of residence and entry pathway. Be prepared and give yourself time to 
gather the required paperwork.

1
Find your degree
Choose the Deakin 
degree you would 
like to study.

You can speak directly 
with the University 
or with a Deakin-
authorised agent to 
support you at any 
stage throughout 
the application 
process. Both are very 
knowledgeable and 
always happy to help.

2
Understand the 
academic entry 
requirements
This is important! Read 
all the academic entry 
requirements for your 
degree before you 
submit your application 
to Deakin. Entry 
requirements may differ 
for some study areas or 
be dependent on your 
country of residence. 
Minimum requirements 
for our undergraduate 
and postgraduate 
programs can be found 
on page 10 of this guide. 
Any special requirements 
will be listed on the 
specific course page of 
the Deakin website.

3
Understand the 
English language 
requirements
All applicants need to 
meet Deakin’s English 
language requirements 
to the level necessary 
for their chosen course. 
Minimum International 
English Language 
Testing System (IELTS) 
scores are included on 
the course information 
pages of this guide. 
To learn more about 
IELTS and other English 
language tests see 
page 11.

4
Gather supporting 
documents
When you submit your 
application to Deakin, 
make sure you attach 
all required supporting 
documentation. Otherwise, 
your application could be 
delayed or, even worse, 
rejected. Give yourself 
plenty of time to get 
organised. All documents 
must be translated into 
English. Most documents, 
such as transcripts and 
identification, need to be 
certified before they are 
submitted to Deakin.

If you do not meet the entry requirements
Remember, if you do not meet all the entry requirements there 
are a range of pathway options that may allow you to study 
at Deakin. Learn more about the pathway options offered 
through Deakin College and the Deakin University English 
Language Institute (DUELI) on pages 12 and 13 of this guide. 

Applying for credit
If you have completed relevant previous study 
in your home country you may be eligible to 
apply for credit towards your Deakin degree.
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5
Submit your 
application
You can submit your 
application to study at 
Deakin by:

• speaking with a friendly 
Deakin-authorised 
agent, who understands 
what is required for 
a good application, 
as well as navigating 
the complexities that 
can come with visa 
applications, or;

• applying directly 
to Deakin through 
Deakin's StudyLink 
Connect platform.1

1  Please note that some students, depending on their 
country of citizenship, are required to submit an 
application through a Deakin-authorised agent. To view 
the list of countries this applies to, visit our website.

Watch our video on how to apply
We understand that the application process 
can be overwhelming, so we have developed 
a video guide featuring Deakin students 
Tatyana and Kaweesha. They provide a 
useful introduction to the process and talk 
through entry requirements, organising your 
documents and submitting your application.
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Find your degree

When thinking about university, think of it as a continuation of your high school 
journey. The classes you enjoyed and did well in are most likely the study areas 
you will excel in. 

The rest of this guide outlines the degrees offered at Deakin. Learn about our 
state-of-the-art facilities, work experience opportunities, accreditations and more!

View the list of study areas below and visit the corresponding page number to 
explore the available degrees in more detail.

Find your degree
18 Architecture and construction management
20 Business and law
22 Communication and media
24 Creative arts, design and writing
26 Education and teaching
28 Engineering
30 Environment
32 Health
34 Humanities and social sciences
36 Information technology
38 Nursing and midwifery
40 Nutrition
42 Psychology
44 Science
46 Sport

Contact us
Not sure where to start? Contact 
one of our friendly staff today 
on +61 3 9034 6205 or at 
study@deakin.edu.au or speak 
with your Deakin-authorised agent.
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Key terms

Unit
A unit is normally one trimester long and most have a value 
of 1 or 2 credit points.

Credit point
For each unit you successfully complete, you will receive 
the credit point value of that unit towards your studies. You 
must complete a specified number of credit points to obtain 
your degree. 

• Most undergraduate degrees require 24 or 32 credit points.
• Most masters degrees require 12 or 16 credit points.
• Graduate certificates require 4 credit points.
• Graduate diplomas require 8 credit points.

Major sequence and specialisation
In undergraduate studies, a major sequence is a group of 6 or 8 
related units in a particular study area or academic discipline. 

In postgraduate study, a specialisation is a group of related units 
on a particular area or field of study. 

A successfully completed major sequence or specialisation will be 
listed on your academic transcript.

Weighted Average Mark (WAM)
You will see this term regularly in the entry requirements sections 
of this guide. It represents the weighted average mark required.

Campuses
 Melbourne Burwood Campus

 Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus

 Geelong Waterfront Campus

 Warrnambool Campus

 Online

Trimester intakes
Deakin uses a trimester system to classify intakes. Two trimesters 
are still equal to a full academic year, but the third trimester can 
offer the opportunity to finish certain degrees sooner.

T1 Trimester 1 (March)

T2 Trimester 2 (July)

T3 Trimester 3 (November)

Course duration
Undergraduate

• Bachelor degrees, your first university degree, take three to 
four years to complete.

• Combined bachelor/masters programs allow you to fast-track 
the two qualifications.

• Bachelor degree with an honours year provides you with the 
foundational knowledge to undertake a research degree.

Postgraduate 

• Graduate certificates are usually one trimester in duration and 
are designed to build practical skills.

• Graduate diplomas are usually two trimesters in duration and 
often build on the understanding and skills developed during a 
graduate certificate.

• Masters by coursework are typically 18 months to two years 
full-time study, or up to four years when taken part time. 

• Masters by research take two years full time to complete and 
can serve as a prerequisite to applying for PhD studies.

• Doctoral (PhD) programs take a minimum of three years 
full time.

Course code
 S465   Every Deakin degree has a corresponding course code for 

easy reference and identification.

Course fees
Example: A$30,800 

The annual course fee indicates the tuition fee for two trimesters 
of full-time study, or 8 credit points, unless otherwise indicated. 
Additional fees may apply and course fees may be subject to 
change. All fees are listed in Australian dollars.

English requirements
Example: IELTS score 6.5/6 

IELTS is the International English Language Testing System. The 
numbers reflect the minimum overall score required as well as 
the lowest score allowed for any band (overall score/lowest band 
score). Deakin also accepts the results of other English language 
tests. For more information about English language requirements 
see page 11.

Combined degrees, graduate certificates and 
graduate diplomas
Although they do not feature in this guide, Deakin also offers a 
range of combined degrees, graduate certificates and graduate 
diplomas to international students. To explore these options visit 
deakin.edu.au/find-a-course.
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Degrees by study area

Architecture and 
construction management

Imagine walking in the city, looking at an impressive building and saying ‘I did that’! 

With fantastic instructors and award-winning state-of-the art facilities, Deakin is the 
perfect place to study architecture and construction management. Our practical, 
hands-on learning experiences prepare you to work around the world, creating homes, 
buildings and cities of the future.

Ranked in the top 1% of all 
universities worldwide 

for Architecture and 
Built Environment1

1 QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022.
2 Deakin's Bachelor of Design (Architecture) and Master of Architecture are recognised internationally, for example, by the Board of Architects Malaysia. 

3 Students have the opportunity to complete this course in three years of full-time study by undertaking units in Trimester 3 (November).

Our Bachelor of Design 
(Architecture) and 

Master of Architecture 
are internationally 

recoginised2

State-of-the-art facilities 
equipped with 3D printers, 
laser cutters, CNC routers 

and traditional tools 
and machinery

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Design (Architecture)  S342 T1, T2 $35,600 6/6

Bachelor of Construction Management 
(Honours) 

 S346 
3 T1, T2 $35,600 6/6

Bachelor of Design (Architecture)/ 
Bachelor of Construction Management 
(Honours)

 D364 T1, T2 $35,600 6/6

Master of Architecture  S700 T1, T2 $38,000 6.5/6

Master of Construction Management 
(Professional) 

 S792  T1, T2, T3 $40,800 6.5/6
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Develop the skills 
employers want
Studying architecture at Deakin means 
you will gain hands-on experience from 
the first day of your degree. You will 
build models, examine professional 
architects’ projects, and develop drawing 
and digital design skills. Our construction 
management students also experience 
practical learning in all aspects of industry, 
including cost estimation, project 
management, construction methods, 
contracts and scheduling.

At Deakin, architecture and construction 
management students work together. This 
unique multidisciplinary approach gives 
you an industry advantage – experience 
working with allied professions, just like 
you will in the real world.

1 2019 Student Experience Survey, UA benchmark group Victorian universities.

Gain professional recognition
Your Deakin qualifications are recognised 
nationally by industry through course 
accreditations. All of our courses are 
regularly examined by key professional 
groups, including the:

• Australian Institute of Architects (AIA)
• Australian Institute of Building (AIB)
• Australian Institute of Quantity 

Surveyors (AIQS)
• Architects Accreditation Council of 

Australia (AACA)
• Architects Registration Board of 

Victoria (ARBV)
• Chartered Institute of Building (CIOB)
• Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors (RICS).

You will also gain a competitive edge in the 
workplace with real-world expertise and 
practical skills. Deakin is ranked #1 for skills 
development and teaching quality in the 
Australian state of Victoria.1

Career opportunities
Known for their adaptability, design 
and technical knowledge, our graduates 
are well regarded in their professions, 
with the initiative and ability to hit the 
ground running.

Our graduates find employment in a range 
of positions, including:

• commercial
• contract administration
• industrial
• project management
• residential.

Our Bachelor of Design (Architecture) 
emphasises practical learning and is 
designed to meet the needs of students 
who want to complete the Master of 
Architecture and practise as qualified 
architects. You could gain employment in 
private architectural practices, government 
organisations, property development, or 
other building and design fields.
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Business and law

Studying business and law at Deakin is an investment in your future. Our highly-ranked degrees 
feature projects with real clients and work placements at large multi-national organisations to 
give you a taste of your future. You will graduate with skills, confidence and an international 
peer network that will put you on the path to success. 

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Business  M325   T1, T2, T31 $36,800 6/6

Bachelor of Business Analytics  M340  T1, T2 $37,800 6/6

Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)  M391  T1, T2, T31 $36,800 6/6

Bachelor of Commerce  M300   
2
 

T1, T2, T3 $37,800 6/6

Bachelor of Human Resource Management 
(Psychology) 

 M335  
3
 T1, T2 $36,800 6.5/6

Bachelor of Marketing (Psychology)  M336  T1, T2 $36,800 6.5/6

Bachelor of Property and Real Estate  M348  T1, T2, T31 $33,600 6/6

Bachelor of Sport Development  M320 T1 $37,800 6/6

Bachelor of Laws  M312   T1, T24 $40,200 7/6.5

Master of Business 
(Arts and Cultural Management) 

 M785 5 T1, T2 $30,400 6.5/6

Master of Business Administration  M701 T1, T2, T3 $44,800 6.5/6

Master of Business Administration 
(Healthcare Management) 

 M703 T1, T2, T3 $44,800 6.5/6

Master of Business Administration 
(International) 

 M751 5  T1, T2 $43,200 6.5/6

Master of Business Analytics  M761 5  T1, T2 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Business (Sport Management)  M748 5  T1, T2 $42,000 6.5/6

Master of Commerce  M755 5  T1, T2 $41,600 6.5/6

Master of Financial Planning  M769  T1, T2, T36 $41,600 6.5/6

Master of Human Resource Management  M782 5 T1, T2, T377 $31,000 6.5/6

Master of Information Systems  M722 5  T1, T2 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Professional Accounting  M742 5  T1, T2 $41,600 6.5/6

1 This intake is available online only. 
2  Not all major sequences are available at the Warrnambool Campus. Students undertaking units in major sequences that are not available at the Warrnambool Campus may enrol in 

units offered online.
3 Students enrolled at the Geelong Waterfront in this course will be required to undertake units of study at both the Geelong Waurn Ponds and Geelong Waterfront campuses.
4 This intake is available at the Melbourne Burwood Campus and online only.
5  A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or have relevant work experience. Visit the course page on the 

Deakin website for more details.
6 This intake is only available for part-time study online.
7 Students commencing in Trimester 3 can only undertake the elective unit.
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Ranked in the top 
1% of all universities 

worldwide for Business 
and Management 

Studies and Accounting 
and Finance1

1 QS World Universities Rankings by Subject 2022--.
2 ShanghaiRankings Subject Rankings 2021.

Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 
universities 
worldwide 

for Law2

Deakin Business School is 
accredited by EQUIS and AACSB. 
These prestigious accreditations 
are awarded to business schools 

that meet strict standards of quality, 
academic and professional excellence

Gain practical, real-world experience
Deakin’s business degrees offer work experience 
opportunities known as Work Integrated Learning (WIL). 
These include internships, cultural engagement, industry-
based learning, consultancy experience, and entrepreneurship 
experience, some of which are offered by industry partners in 
Australia and overseas.

Deakin’s law programs focus on workplace learning. The 
legal profession is undergoing rapid change and lawyers are 
increasingly required to provide clients with practical commercial 
advice (in addition to pure legal advice). Deakin’s practical 
learning approach helps to build these skills and a portfolio of 
experience, giving you an edge upon graduation.

Tailor your undergraduate studies to 
your interests
How you study business at Deakin depends on your interests 
and career aspirations. With a Bachelor of Commerce degree, 
you can specialise in one of eight majors that reflect traditional 
business skills, and have the option of doing a minor in one of 
18 areas of specialisation. The Bachelor of Business offers eight 
majors in contemporary business areas, or you can choose from 
our focused specialist degrees: Bachelor of Business Analytics, 
Bachelor of Human Resource Management (Psychology), 
Bachelor of Marketing (Psychology), Bachelor of Property and 
Real Estate, Bachelor of Sport Development or Bachelor of 
Business (Sport Management).

Benefit from our industry connections
Deakin's close ties with industry, government departments, 
professional associations and other educational providers 
mean you will:

• study courses that match current industry best practice
• participate in work placement opportunities
• gain an accredited qualification that stands out to employers.

Depending on units taken, commerce graduates are eligible to 
apply for admission to the following organisations:

• Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA)
• Association of Financial Advisers (AFA)
• Australian Human Resources Institute (AHRI)
• Australian Marketing Institute (AMI)
• Certified Practising Accountants (CPA)
• Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ)
• CFA Institute University Affiliation Program
• Financial Adviser Standards and Ethics Authority (FASEA)
• Financial Planning Association of Australia (FPA)
• Institute of Public Accountants (IPA).
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Communication 
and media

Do you want to tell people’s stories as a journalist? Or maybe develop a brand's core story 
through advertising and public relations? Study communication and media at Deakin and learn 
how to master the tools of your trade.

Learning in our on-campus studios and creative spaces prepares you for work placement 
where you will be tasked with putting your knowledge into practice in real-world settings. 
From this you will build a portfolio of work and the connections you need to start your career.

Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 

universities worldwide 
for Communication 
and Media studies1

1 QS World Universities Rankings by Subject 2022.

Students who specialise 
in public relations may be 

eligible for accredited student 
membership with the 

Public Relations Institute 
of Australia (PRIA)

Borrow professional equipment 
from our comprehensive Media 

Resource Centre, including 
lighting, audio gear, digital 

video cameras and  
SLR cameras

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Communication  A318  T1, T2, T3 $33,400 6/6

Bachelor of Film, Television and Animation  A351 T1, T2, T3 $34,600 6/6

Master of Communication  A743  T1, T2, T3 $33,800 6.5/6
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Enjoy state-of-the-art facilities
Access a range of resources at Deakin, 
including our:

• television broadcast studio with 
live-streaming capability

• green-screen studio
• editing and grading suites
• sound studio
• professional photographic light studio
• digital photographic printing and 

editing facilities
• darkroom and film scanning facilities
• visual arts and design studios
• gallery and presentation spaces
• dance and drama studios
• black box theatre
• wardrobe and costume department
• collaborative news production area 

with an editorial hub. 

Gain real-life experience
Deakin's communication and media 
programs offer the opportunity to 
work with professionals in an industry 
setting. You could gain an internship 
with an advertising, digital media or 
public relations agency; a newspaper, 
radio or television station; or allied 
media organisations. You will then 
follow up with further classes to build 
on your experience, refine your CV 
and advance your networking and 
interview skills. Graduate work-ready 
for your dream career, and as a more 
valuable job applicant. 

Learn from leaders in their field
Our academic staff will inspire, encourage 
and support you at every stage of your 
studies. Staff are experienced industry 
professionals who are enthusiastic about 
sharing their skills and knowledge and 
providing you with valuable industry 
insights. Some of the organisations our 
experienced academic staff have worked 
with include:

• ABC
• Arts Victoria
• Associated Press
• Fairfax
• Film Victoria
• Optus
• Penguin Books
• Samsung
• SBS
• Screen Australia.
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Creative arts, design 
and writing

Explore the outer reaches of your imagination when you study creative arts, design, or 
creative writing with Deakin. 

We will help you unlock your creative side while you master the tools of your trade in our 
dedicated studio spaces. With a focus on collaboration across disciplines, you will graduate 
with a portfolio of work that highlights the skills and knowledge you need to succeed.

Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 

universities worldwide 
for Communication 
and Media studies1

1 QS World Universities Rankings by Subject 2022.
2  A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or have relevant work experience. 

Visit the course page on the Deakin website for more details. 

Our design degrees are 
formally recognised by 
the Design Institute of 

Australia (DIA) and meet 
industry standards

Showcase your talents 
through mixed-media 

and pop-up installations 
at Phoenix Gallery at the 

Melbourne Burwood Campus

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Creative Arts  A317 T1, T2 $33,600 6/6

Bachelor of Design  A319   T1, T2 $32,800 6/6

Master of Arts (Writing and Literature)  A764  2  T1, T2 $33,800 6/6

Master of Creative Arts  A759 T1, T2 $34,400 6/6
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Enjoy state-of-the-art 
creative facilities
At Deakin, you will have access to 
dedicated studios for drama and dance; a 
wardrobe and costume department; visual 
arts studios; photographic darkrooms; a 
lighting studio, print lab and digital imaging 
suites. The innovative Phoenix Gallery is a 
centrepiece of our creative spaces at the 
Melbourne Burwood Campus and is well 
suited to mixed-media exhibitions and 
pop-up installations. The Project Space 
at the Geelong Waterfront Campus is a 
contemporary and experimental exhibition 
space. The campus is also home to an 
inspiring creative arts hub, housing the 
latest technology, dedicated studio spaces 
and a collaborative work atmosphere.

Learn from leaders in the sector
Be inspired, encouraged and supported 
through every stage of your studies. Our 
academic staff are experienced industry 
professionals who are enthusiastic about 
sharing their skills and knowledge and 
offering you valuable industry insights. 
Their international expertise and 
awareness ensures you work on industry 
relevant projects to build your career at 
the highest level of design innovation. 

Design students will learn from industry 
mentors who will guide you through a 
range of design projects. This ensures you 
develop professional industry experience 
so that you are prepared for the 
challenging and exciting world of design.

In the Master of Arts (Writing and 
Literature) you will be paired with an 
academic staff member who is working 
and recognised in their specialist craft. 
You will get one-on-one mentorship to help 
you develop your critical eye, theoretical 
understanding, and creative voice.

Access professional equipment 
whenever you need it
Use professional equipment from 
our comprehensive Media Resource 
Centre, including lighting and audio 
gear, digital video and SLR cameras 
for projects and practice. Our team 
of technicians provide support and 
expertise with any technical questions you 
may have. Deakin is also one of the first 
universities in the world to offer students 
access to Epic Helium 8K cameras – the 
digital camera of choice for the world’s 
best filmmakers and photographers.
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Education and teaching

If you want to make a big difference to young people’s lives, Deakin's highly-ranked education 
and teaching degrees are for you. With a focus on developing leadership skills, we provide a 
solid foundation for your future career. No matter what age group you want to teach, from 
early childhood to secondary, we will ensure you gain the knowledge to inspire others.

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Early Childhood Education  E333 T1 $32,200 7/6.5

Bachelor of Early Childhood and 
Primary Education 

 E334 T1 $32,200 7/6.5

Bachelor of Education (Primary)  E359   T1 $32,200 7/6.5

Bachelor of Health and Physical Education  E377  T1 $32,200 7/6.5

Bachelor of Arts/
Master of Teaching (Secondary) 

 D303 1 T1 $32,000 6/6

Bachelor of Science/
Master of Teaching (Secondary) 

 D304 2 T1 $38,200 6/6

Master of Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 

 E704  T1, T2 $32,600 6.5/6

Master of Teaching (Early Childhood)  E761 T1 $32,000 7.5/7

Master of Teaching 
(Primary and Early Childhood) 

 E764 T1 $32,000 7.5/7

Master of Teaching (Primary)  E762 T1 $32,000 7.5/7

Master of Teaching  
(Primary and Secondary) 

 E765 T1 $32,000 7.5/7

Master of Teaching (Secondary)  E763 T1 $32,000 7.5/7

1 Trimester 3 in Year 3 is compulsory for this course.
2   A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or have relevant work experience.  
Visit the course page on the Deakin website for more details.
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-teaching-primary-and-early-childhood-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-teaching-primary-and-early-childhood-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-teaching-primary-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-teaching-primary-and-secondary-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-teaching-primary-and-secondary-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-teaching-secondary-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Ranked 43rd in 
the world for 

Education1

1 QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022.
2  Our VIT accredited degrees include Bachelor of Education (Primary), Bachelor of Health and Physical Education, Bachelor or Arts/Master of Teaching (Secondary), Bachelor of Science/

Master of Teaching (Secondary), Master or Teaching (Primary and Early Childhood), Master of Teaching (Primary), Master of Teaching (Primary and Secondary) and Master of Teaching 
(Secondary). The Bachelor of Early Childhood and Primary Education is currently undergoing accreditation by the VIT. 

Our teaching programs are 
accredited with the Victorian 

Institute of Teaching (VIT) 
and graduates are eligible to 

register with the VIT2

We maintain close links 
with the education sector 
to ensure our courses are 
developed and reviewed 

with industry and 
professional input.

Practical learning
Deakin's Professional Experience Program enriches the learning 
experience of our students. Working with more than 1400 
schools and early childhood settings across Australia, a dedicated 
team will help you find the right placements based on your 
interests, skills, residential location and mode of transport.

We will arrange at least 60 days of placements for you in schools 
or early childhood settings where you will learn from experienced 
teachers. On campus, you will have access to specialised teaching 
spaces to further prepare you for the classroom, including 
the Nyaal interactive learning precinct at the Geelong Waurn 
Ponds Campus where you can experience different classroom 
environments virtually in a 360-degree theatre.

Accreditation
Deakin’s initial teacher education courses are accredited by the 
relevant regulatory bodies, including the Victorian Institute of 
Teaching (VIT) and the Australian Children’s Education and Care 
Quality Authority (ACECQA).

The Casper test
Depending on your chosen degree, you may need to sit the 
Casper test to demonstrate your suitability for a teaching career. 
Casper (Computer-based Assessment for Sampling Personal 
Characteristics) is an online, scenario-based test that assesses a 
number of non-academic attributes, including communication, 
ethics, empathy, motivation and professionalism. You do not 
need to prepare for the test, but we recommend that you look at 
examples online so you can familiarise yourself with the types of 
questions you will be asked. 

Learn from the experts
You will be taught by academic staff with experience in the 
sector who are recognised as leaders and innovators in their 
fields. Deakin staff have strong partnerships with education 
communities, governments and research institutions which 
you can benefit from.
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http://deakin.edu.au/study/find-a-course/education-and-teaching?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Engineering

Design and innovation are at the heart of engineering at Deakin. Our engineering programs 
are hands-on and let you play with some of the most exciting technology in Australia. Whether 
you are building robots in our state-of-the-art labs, or solving complex problems on work 
placement, you will be learning skills that prepare you for your dream career. 

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours)  S460  
1 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineering (Honours) 

 S461  
1 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Environmental Engineering 
(Honours) 

 S465  T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 
(Honours) 

 S462  
1 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Mechatronics Engineering 
(Honours) 

 S463  
1 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Software Engineering  
(Honours) 

 S464  T1, T2 $36,400 6/6

Master of Energy Systems Management  S756  T1, T2, T3 $40,800 6.5/6

Master of Energy Systems Management 
(Professional) 

 S757  T1, T2, T3 $40,800 6.5/6

Master of Engineering (Professional)  S751 T1, T2, T3 $40,800 6.5/6

Master of Infrastructure Engineering and 
Management 

 S758  T1, T2, T3 $40,800 6.5/6

Master of Infrastructure Engineering and 
Management (Professional) 

 S759  T1, T2, T3 $40,800 6.5/6

1 Online students will be required to participate in campus-based intensive activities each trimester at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus.
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-civil-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-electrical-and-electronics-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-electrical-and-electronics-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-mechanical-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-mechanical-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-mechatronics-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-mechatronics-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-software-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-software-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-energy-system-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-energy-system-management-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-energy-system-management-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-engineering-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-infrastructure-engineering-and-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-infrastructure-engineering-and-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-infrastructure-engineering-and-management-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-infrastructure-engineering-and-management-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Ranked in the top 
1% of all universities 

worldwide for 
Engineering1

1 Times Higher Education Subject Rankings 2022
2  Deakin University’s Bachelor of Environmental Engineering 

(Honours) has been designed in accordance with Engineers 
Australia professional accreditation requirements. Deakin has 
also been awarded provisional accreditation for the Bachelor of 
Environmental Engineering (Honours) with Engineers Australia.

Our civil, electrical and 
electronics, mechanical, 

mechatronics or environmental2 
engineering degrees are 

professionally accredited by 
Engineers Australia

Make real-world 
connections with industry 

through placements, 
projects and our industry 

advisory group

Practical learning
Gain practical learning experiences throughout your engineering 
degree with Deakin's innovative and student-centred approach 
to teaching. You will spend 50% of each trimester learning via 
team-based projects, taking real-world industry problems, and 
designing, researching, testing and evaluating solutions with the 
support of our academic staff. 

Professional Engineering Practice is also a compulsory unit in 
many undergraduate engineering degrees at Deakin. You will 
gain a minimum of 60 days of work experience in one or more 
organisations, giving you insight into your future career options.

Graduates in high demand
With an international skills shortage in the engineering 
industry, and roles expected to rise significantly in the next 
five years, Deakin graduates are in demand both in Australia 
and other countries.

World-class facilities
As a Deakin engineering student, you will have world-class 
facilities and equipment at your fingertips. You will experience 
state-of-the-art laboratory facilities, including the AusNet Services 
electrical engineering lab, 3D printing laboratory, high voltage lab, 
virtual reality (VR) laboratory, and more. You will have access to 
infrastructure facilities for the design of buildings, transportation 
networks, water and wastewater systems.

The right degree for you
Deakin offers professional and non-professional streams in 
our postgraduate engineering programs. The reason is we 
want to recognise your prior experience as well as your career 
aspirations, so there are slight variations.

The professional streams have extended discipline knowledge 
and essential skill development in research and project delivery. 
In addition, the professional streams are two-year degrees, 
which could mean you are eligible for post-study work rights 
in Australia.
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http://deakin.edu.au/study/find-a-course/engineering?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Environment

Join the fight for our future and learn to preserve our planet for generations to come. 

If you are dreaming of a career that has a positive impact on the world, study environment 
and sustainability at Deakin. With a focus on practical experience, we can get you on the 
path to a rewarding career in areas such as wildlife conservation, marine ecosystems or 
environmental education.

Ranked in the top 
1% of all universities 

worldwide for 
Ecology1

1 ShanghaiRankings Subject Rankings 2021

After graduating you 
may become a Certified 

Environmental Practitioner 
through the Environment Institute 

of Australia and New Zealand

We work closely with 
the Department of 

Environment, Land, Water 
and Planning (DELWP) and 

Parks Victoria

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Environmental Engineering 
(Honours) 

 S465  T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Environmental Science 
(Environmental Management 
and Sustainability) 

 S398 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Environmental Science 
(Marine Biology) 

 S399 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Environmental Science 
(Wildlife and Conservation Biology) 

 S393 T1, T2, T3 $38,200 6/6
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-environmental-management-and-sustainability-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-environmental-management-and-sustainability-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-environmental-management-and-sustainability-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-marine-biology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-marine-biology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-wildlife-and-conservation-biology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-environmental-science-wildlife-and-conservation-biology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Hands-on learning
All of Deakin’s undergraduate environment degrees have a 
focus on hands-on learning, with experiences taking place from 
year one. Depending on the degree you choose, you may learn 
skills such as measuring the health of freshwater environments, 
coastal planning, surveying wildlife populations, conducting 
sustainability assessments, and studying seals and penguins.

Students may undertake work in:

• community environment parks and sustainability centres 
where you will learn about sustainable communities, green 
technologies and community engagement with diverse 
stakeholders;

• urban parks where students learn how to conduct vegetation 
surveys, analyse water quality, map soils and microclimates, 
and analyse groundwater pollution and water table profiles;

• businesses to analyse waste management programs and 
develop waste management strategies and environmental 
improvement programs;

• national parks to learn about scientific research, data analysis 
and teamwork, and to gain experience handling animals such 
as bandicoots, potoroos, antechinus, possums and gliders.

Other activities undertaken include GPS and GIS exercises, 
radio-tracking, camera trapping and bird surveys.

Gain real work experience
All Bachelor of Environmental Science degrees at Deakin include 
professional experience opportunities. This allows you to 
complete a work placement for a minimum of two weeks (80-160 
hours) within a relevant, course-related organisation. 

World-class facilities and equipment
Your learning is enhanced by a range of cutting-edge facilities and 
equipment, like our:

• Geographic Information Systems (GIS) lab
• wildlife-tracking technology
• aquaculture facilities
• infrared motion-sensing wildlife cameras
• high-tech research labs
• research vessels
• remotely operated underwater vehicles.

We also partner with the Queenscliff Marine Science Centre, 
offering students access to an extensive flow-through system 
and labs, as well as a variety of nearby marine and coastal 
ecosystems.
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http://deakin.edu.au/international-students/choosing-your-degree/environment-and-sustainability?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Health

Health professionals have rewarding careers helping people lead healthier and happier 
lives. With the health and human services sector being one of the fastest growing industries in 
the world, exciting employment opportunities exist across hospital, private practice, corporate 
and government settings.

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Health Sciences  H300  T1, T2, T3 $33,800 6.5/6

Bachelor of Medical Imaging  H309 S11 $39,600 7/7

Bachelor of Occupational Therapy  H355 T1 $39,200 7/7

Bachelor of Public Health and 
Health Promotion 

 H313  T1, T2 $33,800 6.5/6

Bachelor of Social Work  H330 T1 $34,000 7/7

Bachelor of Vision Science/ 
Master of Optometry 

 D302 2 T1 $39,600 7/7

Doctor of Medicine (MD)  H911 S11 $77,400 7/7

Master of Disability and Inclusion  H709 T1, T2 $27,000 6.5/6

Master of Health and Human Services 
Management 

 H756 3  T1, T2, T3 $38,000 6.5/6

Master of Health Economics  H704 3  T1, T2, T3 $35,400 6.5/6

Master of Health Promotion  H759 3  T1, T2 $38,000 6.5/6

Master of Public Health  H757 3  T1, T2, T3 $38,000 6.5/6

1 Unlike most Deakin courses, this program runs on a semester system. See the Deakin website for more details. 
2 This degree is a 3.5-year accelerated full-time program delivered over 10 consecutive trimesters. This means you will study three trimesters each calendar year.
3  A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or have relevant work experience. 

Visit the course page on the Deakin website for more details.
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-health-sciences-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-medical-imaging-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-occupational-therapy-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-public-health-and-health-promotion-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-public-health-and-health-promotion-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-social-work-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-vision-science-master-optometry-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-vision-science-master-optometry-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/doctor-medicine-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-disability-and-inclusion-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-health-and-human-services-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-health-and-human-services-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-health-economics-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-health-promotion-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-public-health-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 
universities 

worldwide for 
Public Health1

1 ShanghaiRankings Global Ranking of Academic Subjects 2021.
2 QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022.

Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 
universities 

worldwide for 
Medicine2

Gain a broader 
perspective through 

the rural and regional 
focus of our health 

programs

Gain real-world experience 
in health
Our courses offer extensive placement 
opportunities, meaning you can gain 
valuable skills and experience under 
the supervision of qualified practitioners. 
For example, our social work degree 
incorporates more than 1000 hours 
of practical fieldwork experience in 
settings such as:

• clinics
• community health organisations
• hospitals
• industry
• schools.

Occupational therapy students 
experience extensive practicum 
placements beginning in year one. 
Our course provides well above the 
industry standard of 1000 placement 
hours over the duration of the course.

Broaden your understanding of 
other health areas
Our multidisciplinary approach means 
that students in one area, like occupational 
therapy, have the chance to work as 
part of a multidisciplinary health team 
with medicine, nursing, social work and 
dietetics students. This experience of 
working in multidisciplinary teams will 
help you develop an understanding of 
the expertise and roles of different health 
professionals, many of whom you may 
find yourself working alongside in your 
future career.

Industry partnerships
When you study health with Deakin, 
you can benefit from our extensive 
range of partnerships with federal 
and state government departments, 
national and international research 
institutes, universities, and large 
not-for-profit organisations. 

Access our growing health 
precinct and industry-leading 
facilities
Experience our state-of-the-art facilities, 
modelled on those used in industry. 
For example, optometry students 
learn in cutting-edge teaching facilities 
within the purpose-built Regional 
Community Health Hub (REACH), and 
medical imaging students can access our 
medical imaging labs, where they learn 
X-ray techniques, as well as complex 
medical imaging procedures.

Deakin's medical precinct located at 
the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus 
houses facilities that will enhance 
your learning experience by offering a 
supportive environment for supervised 
clinical placements. This includes the 
Epworth HealthCare private hospital 
located within walking distance from 
the campus.
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http://deakin.edu.au/study/find-a-course/health-sciences-and-allied-health?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Humanities and 
social sciences

From anthropology to international studies, Chinese to Spanish, the humanities and social 
sciences let you explore subjects you are passionate about and determined to make an impact 
in. With over 30 specialisations, you can tailor your degree to best suit your interests. Develop 
the skills employers are looking for and gain a competitive edge in the job market. 

Additional degrees
Deakin offers you the opportunity to combine degrees to open up a world of career options. 
For example, you can study a combined Bachelor of Health Sciences/Bachelor of Arts or a 
Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching.

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Arts  A310   T1, T2, T3 $32,000 6/6

Bachelor of Criminology  A329   T1, T2 $31,800 6/6

Bachelor of International Studies  A326   T1, T2 $32,000 6/6

Master of Criminology  A704 T1, T2, T3 $36,000 6.5/6

Master of Cultural Heritage and 
Museum Studies (Professional) 

 A768  T1, T2 $33,200 6.5/6

Master of Humanitarian Assistance  A767 1  T1, T2, T32 $30,200 6.5/6

Master of International and Community 
Development 

 A765 T1, T2, T3 $32,800 6.5/6

Master of International Relations  
(Professional) 

 A735  T1, T2, T3 $33,800 6.5/6

Master of Politics and Policy  A702 T1, T2, T3 $32,800 6.5/6

1  International students studying in Australia may package the Master of Humanitarian Assistance with the Graduate Diploma of Humanitarian Assistance 
for a total duration of 2 years.

2 Intake available online only.
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-arts-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-criminology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-international-studies-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-criminology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-cultural-heritage-and-museum-studies-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-cultural-heritage-and-museum-studies-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-humanitarian-assistance-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-international-and-community-development-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-international-and-community-development-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-international-relations-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-international-relations-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-politics-and-policy-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Ranked in the top 
1% of all universities 
worldwide for Arts 

and Humanities1

1 QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022.

Our Bachelor of Criminology 
is designed in conjunction with 
professional bodies, including 
Victoria Police and Victorian 

Department of Justice and 
Community Safety

Gain access to various 
networking opportunities – 

our School of Humanities and 
Social Sciences has strong 

partnerships with government, 
as well as several high-profile 

non-government organisations

Practical, real-world learning
Work experience can make all the difference when you graduate 
and start applying for jobs. This is why Deakin degrees focus on 
practical learning, to ensure you have tailored experience and a 
portfolio of work to present to potential employers. Your degree 
could include work-integrated learning where you gain practical 
experience through professional internships or international 
experience, and earn credit towards your degree.

Learn from leaders in their fields
Our teaching staff are passionate professionals, recognised as 
leaders and innovators in their fields. They conduct important 
research, making a positive impact in Australia and around 
the world. This means you can be confident that you have 
learned from the very best.

Tailor your degree
A Bachelor of Arts offers a wide range of major and minor 
sequences allowing you to choose an area of study that matches 
your career aspirations. Choosing a major sequence means you 
can focus your studies on that particular area, and pursue further 
studies or a career in that area.

Be a Global Scholar 
Deakin also offers students the Bachelor of International Studies 
(Global Scholar), which is designed for high-achieving students 
who want to combine study and travel and proactively build a 
global career from the very start of their studies. You will develop 
inter-cultural competencies, transversal skills, and important 
skills of analysis, critical thinking and reflection – all of which 
are essential for effective personal and professional operation in 
international environments.
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http://deakin.edu.au/study/find-a-course/humanities-social-sciences-and-languages?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Information technology

Turn your passion for technology into a future-focused career that could take you anywhere. 

From cyber security to robotics, healthcare to agriculture, information technology is central to 
the way we work, learn and play. Deakin’s hands-on, industry-based IT degrees prepare you for 
an exciting future in a constantly evolving industry.

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Artificial Intelligence  S308 3  T1, T2 $36,400 6/6

Bachelor of Business Analytics  M340 3  T1, T2 $37,800 6/6

Bachelor of Computer Science  S306 3  T1, T2 $36,400 6/6

Bachelor of Cyber Security  S334 3   T1, T2 $36,400 6/6

Bachelor of Data Science  S379 3 T1 $36,400 6/6

Bachelor of Information Technology  S326 3   T1, T2 $36,400 6/6

Bachelor of Software Engineering  
(Honours) 

 S464 4  T1, T2 $36,400 6/6

Master of Applied Artificial Intelligence  S736 
1

 T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Applied Artificial Intelligence 
(Professional) 

 S737  T1, T2 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Business Analytics  M761 
1

 T1, T2 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Cyber Security  S734 
1

 T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Cyber Security (Professional)  S735  T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Data Science  S777 
1

 T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Data Science (Professional)  S770  T1, T2 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Information Systems  M722 
1

 T1, T2 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Information Technology  S776 
1

 T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Information Technology  
(Professional) 

 S779  T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Information Technology  
Management 

 S738 
1

 T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

Master of Information Technology  
Management (Professional) 

 S739  T1, T2, T3 $37,600 6.5/6

1 A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or have relevant work experience.  
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-artificial-intelligence-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-business-analytics-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-computer-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-cyber-security-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-information-technology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-software-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-software-engineering-honours-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-applied-artificial-intelligence-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-applied-artificial-intelligence-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-applied-artificial-intelligence-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-business-analytics-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-cyber-security-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-cyber-security-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-data-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-data-science-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-systems-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-management-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-information-technology-management-professional-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Ranked in the top 
1% of all universities 

worldwide for 
Computer Science1

1 Times Higher Education Subject Rankings 2022.
2 The professional practice stream is unavailable for the Master of Data Science, Master of Business Analytics and Master of Information Systems.
3  Other academic experience must be judged by Deakin University to be equivalent to a bachelor degree. If you are undertaking a postgraduate 

information technology degree from the Faculty of Business and Law, relevant work experience is not essential. 
4 This pathway relates to the 2 year (16 credit point) degree.

Many of Deakin's IT 
degrees are professionally 

accredited by the 
Australian Computer 

Society (ACS)

You will have access to some 
of the best learning spaces, 
equipment and technology 

that the Australian university 
sector has to offer

Industry-informed degrees
Study a degree that is kept current and 
relevant to industry needs. All our IT 
courses are informed by IT professionals 
from leading technology companies, 
businesses and the government sector. 
This guides our curriculum and teaching, 
to ensure you graduate with the work-
ready skills employers are looking for.

You will also stay up-to-date with industry 
trends, and network with guest speakers 
from key industry partners who we host 
on a regular basis.

Business analytics or 
data science?
Business analytics involves the analysis 
of data in order to make key business 
decisions for an organisation. A business 
analyst investigates business trends in 
order to present business simulations 
and assist in business planning. Data 
science is the study of any data that 
can provide insights. Data scientists use 
machine learning and deep thinking to 
answer questions presented by big data. 
A data scientist's key skills are in coding, 
mathematics and critical thinking. 

Information technology or 
information systems?
Information technology is a hands-on 
discipline that uses different tools, 
processes and methodologies to develop 
solutions and address problems using 
technology. Information systems is the 
business side of technology. It focuses 
on the way people and organisations 
use technology to improve strategic 
decision-making and enhance operational 
effectiveness in modern businesses 
and governments.

Choosing the right postgraduate degree
For Deakin's postgraduate information technology degrees, we offer a standard and professional stream.2 The degree you choose will 
depend on your previous study experience.
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What is your 
previous study 

experience?

Bachelor degree in a related discipline

Professional practice stream

Evidence of other academic 
experience, plus relevant work 

experience3

Graduate Certificate of Information 
Technology or equivalent

Bachelor degree in any discipline

Standard masters stream4

Bachelor degree in any discipline and 
two years relevant work experience

http://deakin.edu.au/study/find-a-course/information-technology?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Nursing and midwifery

If you enjoy working in a team and have good communication and decision-making skills, 
nursing and midwifery may be for you. 

Study nursing and midwifery at Deakin for the knowledge, skills and ethical understanding 
you need to provide high-quality, safe, patient-centred care. With state-of-the-art simulation 
centres and clinical placements in metropolitan and rural settings, studying at Deakin prepares 
you for a truly rewarding career.

Ranked 30th 
among all 

universities 
worldwide for 

Nursing1

1 ShanghaiRankings Global Ranking of Academic Subjects 2021.
2  Pending approval, this intake is available to students who are a Registered Nurse in their home country and meet the course's recognition of 

prior learning requirements (Melbourne Burwood and Geelong Waterfront campuses only).
3 This degree is only available for part-time study.

Deakin's undergraduate 
nursing degrees fulfill the 
registration standards of 

the Nursing and Midwifery 
Board of Australia (NMBA)

We have strong 
partnership networks 

with leading healthcare 
organisations

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Nursing  H326   T1, T22 $37,200 7/7

Bachelor of Nursing/Bachelor of Midwifery  D355   T1 $37,200 7/7

Master of Advanced Nursing  H771 T1, T2 $37,200 6.5/6

Graduate Certificate of Diabetes Education  H520 3 T1 $12,500 6.5/6
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-nursing-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-nursing-bachelor-midwifery-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-advanced-nursing-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/graduate-certificate-diabetes-education-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Clinical placement partners
The School of Nursing and Midwifery has 
an extensive partnership network with 
healthcare organisations in metropolitan, 
regional and rural settings. This network 
provides our students with the opportunity 
to undertake clinical placement in a range 
of leading public and private healthcare 
organisations, resulting in a wide variety 
of clinical learning experiences. The 
partnership network also helps to facilitate 
world-class research and contributes to our 
excellent courses. 

Clinical Simulation Centres
Deakin's Clinical Simulation Centres are 
purpose-built spaces that replicate hospital 
and community settings with state-of-
the-art equipment. These innovative 
learning environments and simulated 
clinical facilities offer a safe, supportive 
and realistic environment for you to 
develop essential clinical nursing and 
midwifery skills. You will take part in case-
based scenarios, and these will become 
more complex as your nursing degree 
progresses.

Recognition of prior 
learning (RPL)
Deakin may recognise your previous 
studies and provide RPL towards the 
Bachelor of Nursing. If you are a registered 
nurse and have recent nursing experience 
(in the past five years), you may be 
eligible to complete fewer units and apply 
for registration as a nurse in Australia 
immediately after completing your degree.

Your pathway to becoming a registered nurse1

Deakin’s undergraduate nursing degrees are specifically designed to fulfil the registration standards of the Nursing and 
Midwifery Board of Australia (NMBA). The diagram below highlights the study options available to achieve NMBA registration 
as a registered nurse.

1  Nursing registration is one component of work visa eligibility in Australia. For information about work visas, 
visit the Department of Home Affairs at homeaffairs.gov.au.
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Start here 
Have you completed 

any studies in the 
nursing field?

yes

no

yes

Registration 
You are eligible to apply for 

registration as a nurse with the 
Nursing and Midwifery Board of 

Australia (NMBA).

Complete Deakin's 
Bachelor of Nursing.

no

Are you currently a 
registered nurse in your 

home country?

Complete Deakin's Bachelor 
of Nursing. Because of your 
prior nursing studies, you 
may be eligible for up to 

three credit points towards 
your degree.

Complete Deakin's Bachelor 
of Nursing. As a registered 
nurse, you may be eligible 

for credit that will allow you 
to complete the Bachelor of 
Nursing in just one or two 
years of study – saving you 

time and money.

no

Did you graduate from 
your nursing degree in the 
past five years or have you 

worked as a registered nurse 
in the past five years?

yes

http://homeaffairs.gov.au
http://deakin.edu.au/international-students/choosing-your-degree/nursing?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Nutrition

Are you interested in the link between food and health? 

With aging populations and public health issues on the rise – like obesity, heart disease, and 
chronic illness – health is one of the largest and fastest growing industries in Australia and 
the world. Undergraduate study in food and nutrition prepares you to work in areas ranging 
from nutrition for disease prevention to food quality and safety. Postgraduate studies can lead 
you to more senior roles in the health and food industries, and depending on your choice of 
degree may lead to qualification as a nutritionist or dietitian. 

Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 
universities 

worldwide for 
Public Health1

1 ShanghaiRankings Global Ranking of Academic Subjects 2021.
2 Unlike most Deakin courses, this degree operates on a semester system.
3 A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or have relevant work experience.

Depending on your degree, 
gain professional recognition 

from the Nutrition 
Society of Australia 

or Dietitians Australia

Learn from leading 
professionals through our 
connections in healthcare 

and food settings

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Nutrition Science  H315 T1, T2 $37,400 6.5/6

Bachelor of Nutrition Science 
(Dietetics Pathway) 

 H318 T1 $37,400 6.5/6

Master of Dietetics  H718 S12 $45,800 7/7

Master of Human Nutrition  H714 3 T1, T2, T3 $30,600 6.5/6

Master of Nutrition and Population Health  H748 3 T1, T2 $38,000 6.5/6
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-nutrition-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-nutrition-science-dietetics-pathway-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-nutrition-science-dietetics-pathway-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-dietetics-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-human-nutrition-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-nutrition-and-population-health-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Improve your career prospects with 
professional recognition
Depending on what nutrition degree you choose to study, you 
may be eligible for membership of and professional recognition 
from key professional organisations when you graduate. 

Undergraduate nutrition science graduates are eligible to apply 
to become a Registered Associate Nutritionist with the Nutrition 
Society of Australia (NSA), Hong Kong Nutrition Association and 
UK Association for Nutrition. Students who complete the Food 
Innovation major may also be eligible for membership in the 
Australian Institute of Food Science and Technology. Postgraduate 
nutrition graduates are also eligible for registration as an 
associate nutritionist through the NSA. Following three years of 
relevant work experience, associate nutritionists are able to apply 
for registered nutritionist status.

The Master of Dietetics is accredited by Dietitians Australia 
(DA). Graduates are eligible for full membership of DA and the 
Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD) program, and to work in all 
areas of dietetics.

Over 40 years teaching dietetics
Deakin was one of the first universities in Australia to offer a 
course in dietetics, and has been proudly offering Dietitians 
Australia accredited courses for more than 40 years.

Key industry partners
Deakin’s nutrition and dietetics research and teaching is done in 
collaboration with major industry and non-government partners. 
Our School of Exercise and Nutrition Sciences also has numerous 
clinical and community dietetics placement partnerships. These 
ensure that you have access to some of the largest and most 
well-respected teaching hospitals in Melbourne.
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http://deakin.edu.au/international-students/choosing-your-degree/food-and-nutrition?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Psychology

By studying psychology at Deakin, you will gain knowledge in human behaviours and develop 
in-demand skills that can be applied to a range of industries. 

Careers in psychology-related fields are always evolving. Our degrees offer opportunities to 
tailor your studies towards specific areas you may be interested in – including some you may 
not have considered.

Ranked in the 
top 1% of all 
universities 

worldwide for 
Psychology1

1 QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022 and ShanghaiRankings Global Ranking of Academic Subjects 2021.
2  Students enrolled at the Geelong Waterfront in this course will be required to undertake units of study at both 

the Geelong Waurn Ponds and Geelong Waterfront campuses.
3  This degree is an accelerated full-time program delivered over three consecutive trimesters. This means you 

will study three trimesters in the one year.

Deakin psychology 
degrees are accredited 

by the Australian 
Psychology Accreditation 

Council (APAC)

We have industry 
partnerships with government 

agencies, public and private 
organisations, hospitals and 

other universities

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)  A301   T1, T2, T3 $32,000 6/6

Bachelor of Human Resource Management 
(Psychology) 

 M335  
2
 T1, T2 $36,800 6.5/6

Bachelor of Marketing (Psychology)  M336  T1, T2 $36,800 6.5/6

Bachelor of Psychological Science  H344   T1, T2 $35,900 6.5/6

Master of Psychology (Clinical)  H750  T1 $39,200 7/7

Master of Psychology (Organisational)  H752 T1 $39,200 7/7

Graduate Diploma of Psychology (Advanced)  H650  T1 $36,600 6.5/6

Graduate Diploma of Psychological Science  H603 3  T1, T2 $36,600 6.5/6
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-arts-psychology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-human-resource-management-psychology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-human-resource-management-psychology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-marketing-psychology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-psychological-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-psychology-clinical-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-psychology-organisational-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/graduate-diploma-psychology-advanced-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/graduate-diploma-psychological-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
http://deakin.edu.au/international-students/choosing-your-degree/psychology?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Gain professional recognition
All psychology courses offered at Deakin meet the requirements 
of the Psychology Board of Australia (PsyBA) and the Australian 
Psychological Society (APS), and are accredited by the Australian 
Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC). Completing an 
accredited qualification means your degree will be recognised 
by future employers.

Graduate ready to work
Experience in practising psychology is invaluable. Psychologists 
need to effectively listen and empathise, and these skills can 
only be mastered through experience. At Deakin, your degree 
will focus on learning from real life, and this is made possible 
through our unique partnerships, peer-mentoring and 
transition-to-work activities.

Choosing the right undergraduate psychology 
degree for you
Wondering whether to study Deakin's Bachelor of Psychological 
Science or Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)? It depends on your 
interests. The Bachelor of Psychological Science explores clinical 
and behavioural psychology, and focuses on the affect our mental 
health has on relationships and our wellbeing. The Bachelor of 
Arts (Psychology) allows you to combine your study of psychology 
with other areas, from sociology to creative writing. Both courses 
contain the accredited major sequence in psychology, meaning 
you can apply for provisional registration as a psychologist once 
you have completed the required additional study (see below).

Pathways to 
registration as a 
psychologist 
To obtain registration as a 
provisional psychologist, 
you will need to complete 
four years of psychology 
studies recognised by 
the Psychology Board of 
Australia. After completing 
a Deakin undergraduate 
psychology degree, there 
are a number of further 
study options you can 
take to be eligible for 
registration. The following 
diagram provides an 
overview of potential 
pathway options.

1

Complete

1 Students must complete the 10-credit-point major in psychology.

• Bachelor of Psychological Science
• Bachelor of Arts (Psychology)1

• Bachelor of Health Sciences1

• Bachelor of Marketing (Psychology)
• Graduate Diploma of 

Psychological Science

• Bachelor of Criminology/ 
Bachelor of Psychological Science

• Bachelor of Nursing/ 
Bachelor of Psychological Science

2
Complete
A fourth year of study in psychology (either Graduate Diploma of Psychology (Advanced) or 
Bachelor of Psychological Science (Honours)).

3
Apply for
Provisional registration with the Psychology Board of Australia (once conditions are met)
and associate membership of the Australian Psychological Society (APS).

4
Complete
A masters or doctorate in 
psychology that includes 
work placement.

Deakin master and doctorate programs:

• Master of Psychology (Clinical)
• Master of Psychology (Organisational)
• Doctor of Psychology (Clinical)

5
Apply for
Full registration with the Psychology Board of Australia and full membership of the 
Australian Psychological Society (APS).
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Science

A career in science is a career for the future. 

Whether your interest is in cell biology, the environment or forensic crime solving, 
science at Deakin is focussed on the impact you can have on the world. With access 
to some of the most modern science education facilities, our degrees can help you 
make the world a better place. 

Ranked in the top 
1% of all universities 

worldwide for 
Life Sciences and 

Medicine1

1 QS World University Rankings by Subject 2022.

Our Bachelor of Forensic 
Science is professionally 

accredited by the 
Chartered Society of 

Forensic Science (CSFS)

Gain professional experience 
at pathology laboratories, 

research institutions, hospitals, 
and secondary school and 

university laboratories

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Biomedical Science  S323  T1, T2 $39,400 6/6

Bachelor of Forensic Science  S324 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Marine Science  S337 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Science  S320  T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Bachelor of Zoology and Animal Science  S369 T1, T2 $38,200 6/6

Master of Sustainability  S727  T1, T2 $38,360 6.5/6

Master of Sustainability (Professional)  S728  T1, T2 $38,360 6.5/6
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-biomedical-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-forensic-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-marine-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-zoology-and-animal-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Tailor your studies to 
your interests
How you study undergraduate science 
at Deakin depends on your interests and 
career aspirations. Study a general science 
degree, with many interesting and diverse 
study areas and design a program for the 
direction you want to take. Alternatively, 
choose a specialist science degree – in 
biomedical, forensic, marine or zoology 
and animal science.

You can also combine science studies with 
one of the following to maximise your 
career options:

• arts 
• commerce 
• criminology 
• law 
• teaching.

Drive your career forwards
Science at Deakin opens the door to a 
range of careers that are stimulating, 
challenging and rewarding. Choose science 
if you are interested in finding solutions to 
key global issues like:

• the impact of climate change
• reducing our carbon footprint
• the use of stem cells in medical 

research to improve our quality of life
• using nanotechnology to create new 

and innovative materials.

Experience before graduating
Deakin’s science programs have a 
focus on practical experience and offer 
hands-on learning to ensure you graduate 
skilled and work-ready. These experiences 
might include workplace visits, field 
trips, industry learning, and networking 
opportunities, helping to build your 
resume before you graduate.

Learn in outstanding facilities
Access cutting-edge technology and 
the very best in facilities, with the 
Geelong Technology Precinct featuring 
the latest research capabilities in 
materials, biotechnology, chemistry and 
environmental engineering. Deakin also 
has a purpose-built crime scene training 
facility for our forensic science students 
and state-of-the-art biomedical research 
laboratories, with links to the Deakin 
Medical School.

deakin.edu.au/les-facilities
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http://deakin.edu.au/les-facilities
http://deakin.edu.au/international-students/choosing-your-degree/science?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Sport

A career in sport is more than being an athlete. Studying sport and exercise science 
at Deakin allows you to specialise in areas like sport management, coaching and 
clinical exercise physiology. With leading-edge facilities and partnerships with elite 
sporting organisations, Deakin is the best at sport science worldwide. Become the 
best by studying with the best!

Our School of Exercise 
and Sport Science is 
ranked the #1 sport 

science school in 
the world1

1 ShanghaiRankings Global Ranking of Sport Science School and Departments 2021.
2 This intake available online only.
3  Students will be required to attend in-person practical intensives either in Australia or Malaysia. This will have visa 

implications. Visit the course page on the Deakin website for more details.
4  A shorter course duration may be available to those who have completed previous studies in a related discipline and/or 

have relevant work experience. Visit the course page on the Deakin website for more details.

Our Bachelor of Exercise and 
Sport Science and Master of 
Clinical Exercise Physiology 

are professionally accredited 
by Exercise and Sport Science 

Australia (ESSA)

Our Bachelor of Business 
(Sport Management) 
is the oldest and most 

prestigious course of its 
kind in Australia

Course Course 
code

Years 
full-time Campus Trimester 

intake

2023 annual 
course fee 

(AU)

IELTS 
score 

required

Bachelor of Business (Sport Management)  M391  T1, T2, T32 $36,800 6/6

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science  H343  T1, T2 $39,200 6.5/6

Bachelor of Health and Physical Education  E377  T1 $32,200 7/6.5

Bachelor of Sport Development  M320 T1 $37,800 6/6

Master of Applied Sport Science  H707 - 3 T1, T2, T3 $22,200 6.5/6

Master of Business (Sport Management)  M748 4  T1, T2 $42,000 6.5/6

Master of Clinical Exercise Physiology  H743 T1 $39,200 6.5/6
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https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-business-sport-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-exercise-and-sport-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-health-and-physical-education-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/bachelor-sport-development-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-applied-sport-science-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-business-sport-management-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na
https://www.deakin.edu.au/course/master-clinical-exercise-physiology-international?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


World-class sporting facilities
Our world-class sporting facilities include our Elite Regional 
Sports Precinct at the Geelong Waurn Ponds Campus, and our 
specialised indoor exercise and sport science building at the 
Melbourne Burwood Campus. These facilities accommodate our 
growing suite of courses, increase your exposure to real-world 
technology and equipment, and enhance your opportunities for 
research projects and community engagement.

Specialised features (Melbourne Burwood Campus)

• A climate chamber that can simulate extreme conditions and 
alter temperature, humidity and altitude.

• 40m running lanes and a walking track with overhead 
harness gantry.

• A 16-piece cardio area and an open group fitness area 
with over 40 stations.

• 3D motion capture systems and specialised AV equipment. 
• Specialised 8m high ceilings, with retractable catch 

netting to accommodate sport actions in teaching, 
research and consultation.

Get ready for a career in sport
With an increase in obesity and related health issues, as well 
as chronic disease rates in Australia and around the world, the 
emphasis on physical activity and participation in exercise and 
sport continues to grow. Professional and community sport 
leagues and organisations are expanding around the world, 
requiring qualified individuals who can manage them and nurture 
their development.

Centre for Sport Research
The Centre for Sport Research (CSR) focuses on improving the 
health and performance of people and organisations participating 
in sport. As well as promoting sport and exercise, CSR conducts 
research that informs Deakin’s sport programs, meaning the 
curriculum is current, relevant and will prepare you for the 
diverse career you hope to pursue or progress.
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http://deakin.edu.au/international-students/choosing-your-degree/sport?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


Research

Have you learned about something in your undergraduate degree that you really want to 
explore further? Do you want to become the world’s leading expert on a topic? 

You may be interested in focusing on your interests during an honours year, or continuing 
with further study in a higher degree by research. 

Undergraduate research
Studying at the honours level is a great way to get valuable 
research experience and improve your career opportunities by 
specialising in an area that you love. 

An honours degree requires a year of specialised study, 
drawing together the theory and practical skills gained in your 
undergraduate studies. You will develop your knowledge of your 
chosen discipline through research and additional course work.

Depending on the study area, this may be embedded in 
the program or as an additional year at the end of the 
bachelor degree:

• An on-course honours is embedded in the bachelor degree 
program of four or more years. 

• A research-based honours allows you to undertake one 
year of specialised research and research training at the 
end of your bachelor degree. You will be supervised by an 
academic with a proven research record.

Both honours awards will provide you with significant experience 
and exciting opportunities to expand your skill base before 
moving into employment or postgraduate study. An honours 
award also provides the standard (and shortest) pathway for 
entry into postgraduate research degrees.

Postgraduate research 
Deakin offers three types of postgraduate research degrees: 

• A masters by research program takes two years full time 
to complete, and can serve as a pathway to applying for 
PhD studies. For a masters by research degree, you will be 
allocated a dedicated research supervisor.

• A Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) is the highest degree available 
and takes a minimum of three years full-time to complete. 
PhD students conduct original research in order to progress 
their chosen field. 

• A Doctor of Psychology (DPsych) combines a research 
project, coursework and structured research tasks specifically 
related to professional practice. 
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Areas of expertise
Deakin is ranked in the top 1% of universities for global research 
impact. Our research is divided into five broad themes that together 
advance knowledge, better humanity and preserve our planet:

 Improving health and wellbeing 

 Creating smarter technologies 

 Building safe and secure communities 

 Advancing society, culture and the economy 

 Enabling a sustainable world

Our research community
As a research student at Deakin, you 
will be part of a community devoted 
to success and mutual support. 
Undergraduate and postgraduate students 
are encouraged to take part in research 
seminars and present their research at 
conferences. We are proud to provide our 
research students with access to world-
class facilities, a network of academic 
supervisors who are leaders in their fields, 
and a large range of research disciplines. 
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http://deakin.edu.au/study/find-a-course/research-degrees?cid=inho|puwe|dein|na|na|23cg|na|na


JOIN US AT 
OPEN DAY
VIRTUAL 
OPEN DAY 
ON DEMAND
Access all of Deakin's 
study area and general 
information, when and 
where you need it.

CAMPUS 
OPEN DAY
Geelong
SUN 7 AUGUST
Warrnambool
SUN 14 AUGUST
Melbourne, Burwood
SUN 28 AUGUST
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